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Abst ract  
This paper deals with an iterative algorithm for domain decomposition applied to the solution of a singularly perturbed 
reaction--diffusion problem. This algorithm is based on finite difference domain decomposition approach and suitable 
for parallel computing. Convergence properties of the algorithm are established. Numerical results for a test singularly 
perturbed problem are presented. (~) 1998 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved. 
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1. Introduction 
Classical numerical methods for solving singularly perturbed problems exhibit unsatisfactory be- 
haviour or are extremely expensive in computer memory and processor time. This arises because an 
accuracy of an approximate solution depends inversely on perturbation parameter values and thus 
it deteriorates as a parameter decreases [8]. One of the most successfully used techniques for the 
construction of uniformly convergent umerical methods (uniformly means uniformly in a perturba- 
tion parameter) for singularly perturbed problems is a general approach presented in [1]. It is based 
on special meshes adapted to the behaviour of the exact solution. Regions of rapid change of the 
solution (boundary and interior layers) are localized in space, or in other words, the original com- 
putational domain is divided into subdomains. This approach provides a natural route to a domain 
decomposition technique. 
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Iterative domain decomposition algorithms for the solution of singularly perturbed elliptic and 
parabolic problems based on Schwarz-type method have been proposed in [3,4]. In the case of 
parabolic problems, these algorithms are based on a combination of an implicit time discretization 
and an iterative domain decomposition method on subdomains. These algorithms have been con- 
structed and analysed in continuous forms, i.e., without resort to a spatial discretization i  sub- 
domains. 
In [5] finite domain decomposition methods for one-dimensional singularly perturbed parabolic 
problems have been investigated. Uniformly in a perturbation parameter convergent methods on 
special graded meshes of Bakhvalov-type [1] have been constructed. These meshes are uniformly 
spaced outside boundary layers and are characterized by a gradual transition from a coarse to a very 
fine grid at the layers. Here decomposition of the original computational domain is similar to the 
approach proposed in [7], where the domain is partitioned into many nonoverlapping subdomains 
with interface F. Small interfacial subdomains (vertical strips) are introduced near the interface F, 
and approximate boundary values computed on F are used for solving problems on nonoverlapping 
subdomains. Thus, this approach may be considered as a variant of a block Gauss-Seidel iteration 
(or in the parallel context as a multicoloured algorithm) for the subdomains with a Dirichlet-Dirichlet 
coupling through the interface variables. 
Consider the following singularly perturbed reaction-diffusion problem: 
\ &2 + @2 ] & (1) 
(P , t )Cf2x(O,  tF], (2={P:O<x<l ,O<y<l} ,  
where /~ is a positive parameter. The initial-boundary conditions are defined by 
u(P, t) = g(P, t), (P, t) C OQ x (0, tF], u(P, 0) = u°(P), P E ~, 
here 0Q is the boundary of Q. The functions f (P,t ,u) ,  g(P,t) and u°(P) are sufficiently smooth. 
Under suitable continuity and compatibility conditions on the data, a unique solution u(P, t) of (1) 
exists (see [9] for details). For/~<< 1, problem (1) is singularly perturbed and has boundary layers 
near ~?(2 × (0, tF]. 
In this paper, we present finite difference domain decomposition algorithms based on special 
piecewise quidistant meshes of Shishkin-type [10]. These meshes allow to decompose the com- 
putational domain into subdomains outside boundary layers and inside them as well, and possess 
load balancing. This property is very important for implementation f the iterative algorithms on 
parallel computers, since it avoids loss of efficiency due to one _processor being idle. We use a 
rectangular domain decomposition of the computational domain (2 into nonoverlapping rectangu- 
lar subdomains, and small interfacial subdomains (vertical and horizontal strips) are introduced 
near the interface. This partition may be considered as a generalization of the approach from 
[7]. Another important feature of the Shishkin meshes is that in the domain decomposition con- 
text, the meshes play a role of preconditioners for solving linear algebraic systems. In the case 
of the reaction-diffusion problem (1), classical difference schemes on the Shishkin meshes have 
the uniform in the perturbation parameter conditioning of order O(N/lnN), where N is a num- 
ber of spatial mesh points, and thus special preconditioners may not be required (see [11] for 
details). 
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It is known [6] that for parabolic problems a coarse grid problem may not also required for 
global communication. We shall construct one-level domain decomposition algorithms (without a 
coarse grid problem) with an uniform in the perturbation parameter convergence. 
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we consider an undecomposed al- 
gorithm which exhibits an uniform in the perturbation parameter convergence. In Section 3, we 
present a finite domain decomposition algorithm and establish convergence properties of the algo- 
rithm. Numerical experiments are described in Section 4. Here we compare the domain decomposition 
algorithm on the two meshes of Bakhvalov- and Shishkin-types. Our numerical results show that 
the proposed domain decomposition algorithm on the Shishkin mesh is very effective for solving 
problem (1), since it requires few iterations of the domain decomposition algorithm and sufficiently 
small sizes of interfacial subdomains and still maintains a stable approximation. 
2. Undecomposed algorithm 
For problem (1) we consider an uniform difference scheme on a nonequidistant mesh from [10]. 
On set ~ × [0, tF] introduce a rectangular mesh ~h × ~,  where ~h = f)hx × f)hy: 
(2hX= {xi, 0 <<. i <<. Nx; x0=0, XNx = 1; hxi=Xi+l -x i ,  hx-- maxhxi}, 
~-~hy = {yj, O <<. j <<. Ny; y0=0,  YNy---1; hyj= yj+l - Yj, hy= maxhyj), (2) 
(2~={tk=kz, k=0,1, . . . ,N~,  N~z=tF}. 
We use the following classical implicit difference scheme: 
#2AU(P, t) - (1/~)[g(P, t) - V(P, t - z)] = f (P ,  t, g),  (P, t) C ~h x O~, 
U(P,t)=g(P,t ) ,  (P , t )eO( f f×~ ~, g(P,O)=u°(P),  PC( i f ,  (3) 
AU(P, t) = AxU(P, t) + AYU(P, t), 
where AxU(P, t) and AYU(P, t) are the second-order central difference approximations to the second 
derivatives u~ and Uyy, respectively, 
x k k A U,~ = (hxi - '  k k ) [ (U /+ I , j  - Ui~)(hxi) -1 - (Uij - Uik_l, j)(hxi-1)-l], ]~xi=2-1(hxi- ,  +hxi ) ,  
AYmikj = (]~yj)- l [(m/kj .+l -- Uik)(hyj) - I -  (Ui~ - mikj_l)(hyj_l )-l], ~yj = 2-1(hyj_l -~- hyj), 
where U,.~ -- U(xi, yj, tk). 
Now introduce a piecewise equidistant mesh of Shishkin-type from [10]. This mesh in the x- 
direction is formed by dividing the interval [0, 1] into the three parts 
[0, ~], [~, 1-~], [1-~], 
where 
o- = min{ ¼, x# In N}, 
with any positive constant x independent of #. Assuming that N is divisible by 4, we use equidistant 
meshes on each of these intervals, with 1 + N/4 points in each of [0, tr] and [1 - a], and 1 + N/2 
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points in [a, 1 - a]. This defines the piecewise equidistant mesh condensed in the boundary layers, 
and the number of mesh points inside the boundary layers is equal to the number of mesh points 
outside the layers. 
More explicitly, we introduce 
~hx = {0=X0 <Xl < "'" <XNu< "'" <XN--Nu < "'" <XN -~- 1} 
with N, = N/4, XN~ = a, XN-N, = 1 -- a, and 
h i=h~=4aN -I, i=O, . . . ,N~-  I ,N -N~, . . . ,N -1 ,  
(4a) 
h i=h- -2 (1 -2a)N  -1, i=N~, . . . ,N -N  F,-1. 
If o-= ¼, then N -~ is very small relative to #. This is unlikely in practice and in this case the 
difference scheme (3) can be analysed using standard techniques. We therefore assume that 
a = x# In N, 
and we have 
hu =4K#N -1 InN, N -1 <h<2N -1. (4b) 
The piecewise quidistant mesh if2 hy is defined analogously, using the same number of mesh points N 
in the y-direction. Thus, on each time-level tk, the total number of mesh points is equal to (N + 1 )2. 
In the following theorem we give a convergence property of the difference scheme (3), (4). 
Theorem 1. Let u(P,t) be the solution to problem (1). Then the difference scheme (3), (4) con- 
verges #-uniformly to the solution of ( l ) :  
max [u(P, t) - U(P, t)[ ~< C(N-1 In N + z), 
(P,t)E~ h× ~ 
where constant C is independent of  #, N and z. 
Proof. The proof of the theorem can be found in [10]. [] 
3. Domain decomposition algorithm 
We consider a rectangular decomposition of domain ~ into (M × L) nonoverlapping subdo- 
mains ~'2ml , m = 1,.. . ,M, l = 1 .. . .  ,L: 
~-2ml ~-- (Xm_l,Xm ) X (YI-I, Y~ ), 
xo =O, XM = I, yo =O, yL = I, 
FYl = {P: Y= Yl, Xm-I <X <Xm}" 
Thus, we can write down the boundary of f2ml as 
I~-~ml = F~_I, l ID r~, l LJ rY, t_t u FY, I. 
ff2ml N ~m+l,l "- FXl, ~ml n ~2m, l+l = FYl , 
x _ {p: =Xm, ~ Yl}, Fml -  x Y - I  ~ Y 
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Fig. 1. Fragment of the domain decomposition. 
Additionally, we consider (M-  1) interfacial subdomains COrn, m = 1,... ,M-  1, in the x-direction 
(vertical strips): 
b e b e o9m=(Xm,Xm)×(0,1),  (.Om_lA(.L)m=~, Xm<Xm<Xm, m=l , . . . ,M-1 ,  
b 0~<y~<l} ,  e {P :x= e 0~<y~<l} ,  0 Tbm = {P: X=Xm, ~m = Xm, 7m=Of2f-q~ogm, 
and (L -  1) interfacial subdomains Ol, l = 1,... , L -  1 in the y-direction (horizontal strips): 
b e e ~=(O, 1)x(yt ,Y l ) ,  Ol - lNtgt=0,  Y~<Yt<Yt, I= I , . . . , L -1 ,  
p~={P: O<~x<~ l, y=y~},  pT={P: O<~x<~ l, y=yet}, p°=Of2rq~O,. 
Fig. 1 illustrates a fragment of  the domain decomposition. 
On l]mt, m = 1, . . . ,M,  l = 1,. . . ,L; o5,,, m = 1 , . . . ,M  - 1 and 0t, l = 1 .. . .  ,L - 1, we introduce 
meshes f2m/-h = f2,~-h~ × ~2 t-by, O),,-h __-- Ogm-hX × ~2 hy and 0th=~ hx ×0 l-by, respectively, where ~)hx, ~hy from 
(2) and 
(2~m = {Xmi, i = O, 1 .... ,Nmx, XmO =Xm--l, Xu~x =Xm, h,,i =Xm.i+l -- Xmi}, 
f2~Y= {y,j, j = O, 1,... ,Nty, Yto = Y,-~, YN,, = Yt, ho = Y l ,  j+ I  - Ytj}, 
(5) 
(.Om-hX = {Xmi , i = 0,1 . . . .  ,Nmco, Xmo=X b, XN.,o=Xrn,e Hmi=Xmi+ 1 '  __Xmi}, 
0~Y={Y~j , j=0,1  . . . .  ,Nm, Y,o= y~, YN,~= yT, H,j= Yt, j+, - Y~j}. 
We suppose that f)h U -h = f2mt, and the mesh points in -h ogre, m= 1 , . . . ,M-  1 and O), l=  1 , . . . , L -  1, 
coincide with the mesh points of ~)h. 
3.1. Statement of domain decomposition algorithm 
We consider the following domain decomposition approach for solving (3), (4). On each time- 
level tk, we shall implement no iterative steps of a domain decomposition algorithm. We solve 
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-h  problems on the nonoverlapping subdomains Qmt, m = 1,... ,M, l=  1 . . . .  ,L, with Dirichlet bound- 
ary conditions passed from the previous iterate. Dirichlet data are passed from these subdomains 
-h  to the vertical and horizontal interracial subdomains ~Om, m = 1 , . . . ,M  - 1 and 0~, l = 1, . . . ,L  - 1, 
respectively. Problems on the vertical interracial subdomains are computed. Now for the horizontal 
interfacial subdomains, Dirichlet data on the overlapping with the vertical subdomains boundaries 
are updated. Finally, we impose continuity for piecing the solutions on the subdomains together. 
On subdomains -h Qm~, m = 1, . . . ,M,  l = 1, . . . ,L ,  introduce mesh functions (n) vmt(P, tk), m= 1,. . . ,M, 
l=  1 ,2 , . . . ,L  (here the index n stands for a number of  iterative steps, and n = 1,. . . ,n0) satisfying 
the following difference problems: 
2 (n) # Avm,(P, tk) - (1/z)[v~"](P, tk) - V(P, tk_, )] = f (P ,  tk,'%,tr, PEQm,,h 
(6a) 
l.j(n) [D  ml~r, tk)=g(P,  tk) ' pC~Q~tN~h,  .(n),r, % I ~r, tk ) = V ("-I)(P, tk ), P E O~hmt\8~ h. 
On the vertical interracial subdomains -h (~m, m = 1 . . . .  ,M-1 ,  we determine the difference problems: 
1~2Az~")(P,t~ ) - (1/~)[ZCm")(P, tk) - V(P, tk_l )] = f (P ,  tk,z m(")(P, tk)), PE o) m,h 
(n) hO z m (P, tk)=g(P,  tk), PETm, 
z(~)~o (~) ha -h (6b) m ~--,tk) ), PE  I= I , . . . , L ,  =Vmt(P, tk 7m A~2ml,  
tk) " ( " )  . ----Vm+LItr, t~), P~Tmll~m+l,~, l= l , . . . , L ,  
where we use the notations 
hO 0 -h hb b N&~m, he e -h 
])m =~)m n~'2 , ~m --])m ~rn =~)rn n(f i l  m . 
On the horizontal interracial subdomains 0~, l--- 1 , . . . ,L  - 1, we determine the following difference 
problems: 
#2As~")(P, t~) - (1/r)[sl")(P, tk) - V(P, t,_, )] = f (P ,  tk, sl")(P, t~)), P ~ ~9~, 
s~n)(p,t~)=g(p,t~), p~p~O, 
sln)(P, tk) - - "  (,),D - Vml~- ,  tk ) ,  
S(")~D ÷ ~__.(") (P, tk), l ~1, t k] i Vm,l+l 
s~O)(e,t, )=zl")(P,t ,  ), 
where we use the notations 
M--I  
~Sh U -h 
m=l  
phO o - h 
=Pt  NO , 
PE  (p~b\O~h) -h  nf~m~, m=l , . . . ,M-1 ,  
P e (pf \M) n ~'~m,l+l, m = 1, . . . ,M  - 1, 
-h PE~O~N~ m, m=l  . . . .  ,M-  1, 
L - I  
U¢, 
l=1  
= n 0, 
(6c) 
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The mesh function V(n)(P, tk) is determined in the form 
[ v(~](P'tk)' P•Oh"t \ ( fbhu~h) ,  
V(")(P, tk)= ~ sl")(P,t~), P•O~, l= l , . . . , L - l ,  (6d) 
-h -h (Z(m")(P, tk), P•~m\O,  m=l , . . . ,M-1 ,  
where we introduce the notations 
l/(P, tk)=V(~°)(P, tk), V(°)(P, tk)=V(P, tk_l), k ~ l, V(P,O)=u°(P), P•f2h. 
Algorithm (6) can be carried out by parallel processing. First, we solve the (M × L) subproblems 
from (6a), thereupon the (M-  1 ) interfacial problems on the vertical strips from (6b) and the (L - 1 ) 
interfacial problems on the horizontal strips from (6c). 
3.2. Convergence of Algorithm (6) 
We now establish convergence properties of  Algorithm (6). 
-h  On meshes f2ml, m---- 1,... ,M, l = 1,... ,L, consider the following difference problems: 
tt2Awmt(P) - fl(P)Wmt(P) =Fret(P), P • Oh"t, 
wm~(P) = w°,(P),  P • af2h. t, w°t(P) = O, P • OOhml A 0~-~ h, (7) 
and 
#2Aqbmt(P) - flO~mt(P) = O, P E oh.t, 
qbm,(P) = 1, P E Ol2h"t\~I2 h, ~mt(P) = O, P E ~f2h" t f3 Of 2 h, (8) 
where fl(P) > fl0 = const > 0. Note that ~mt(P) = 1, P C 0~2h" t for m = 2 . . . . .  M - 1, l = 2 , . . . , L  - 1. 
Lemma 2. I f  Wml(P) and q~mt(P), are the solutions to (7) and (8), respectively, then we have the 
following estimates: 
[IWmt( n )lloL, <. max[llw°t( P )[[~oL,, [[Fmt( P )l[oL,/flo], (9a) 
-h  Iw~,(P)l <. ~mt(P)llw°t(e)llooL, + [1 - ~mt(e)lllFmt(P)lloL,/Bo, P • f~m,, (9b) 
where 
IIw~,(e)lloo~,- max Iw~t(P)l, IIFm,(e)llo~,-- max IF~,(P)I. 
Pe~a~, Pe~L 
Proof. The required estimate (9a) follows immediately from the maximum principle for the operator 
(p2A - fl). Introduce functions W~t(P), m = 1,... ,M, l = 1 . . . .  ,L: 
-h  lJ'rmt(n) = Om,(P)llw°,(P)ll~o~m, + [1 - ¢~t(P)]llFm,(P)lloL,/flo, P • f2m,. 
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These functions atisfy the difference quations from (7) with fl(P) = fl0 and Iw~t(P)l ~< Wmt(P), P E 
c3f2hmr From a standard comparison theorem, it follows that 
-h  [Wmt(P)l <<. Wml(P), P ~ ~'~rnl" 
This concludes the proof of the lemma. [] 
Introduce the notations 
~'~ml-h* ~-~h m I \ (o ' )hu~h)  , 1 • , 
= qml= II~mt(P)llo~t;, m= 1, . . . ,M,  l=  1,.. L, 
(10) 
ql  = max q~z, 
l <~m<~M, l <~l <<.L 
where ~ml(P), m = 1,...  ,M, l = 1 , . . . , L  are the solutions to (8). 
Introduce the functions ~(P) ,  m = 1,... ,M - 1, by the following problems: 
h It2ACm(P) - flo~Pm(P) = O, P E 09 m, 
-h On(P) = ~mI(P), P E 7~ I-I ~'~m" l = 1, . . . ,L ,  
(11) 
_ he ~-, ,~h  
~n(P) :~m+l , l (e ) ,  PCy  m i I ',~m+t,l, I=  I , . . . , L ,  
Pe&OhmnaO h ho 
=~)m ° 
Now we consider the problems 
h 
#2AWm(P)  - f l (P )wm(P)  =Fro(P ) ,  P E (9  m, (12)  
-h wm(P) win(P), P C O~o~, m 1 , . . . ,M  1, fl(P)>>-flo, eEfOm,  = = - -  
and suppose that the following inequality holds: 
[~m(P)l ~rm[km(P) + (1/flo)llFm(P)llo4, P E ~o9 h, 
where rm =const>O, and ~(P)  is from (11). 
Lemma 3. I f  ~(P) ,  and wm(P)  are the solutions to (11) and (12), respectively, then the fol lowing 
estimate holds: 
-h 
[Wm(P)[ ~rm~4n(P)  -F (1/[3o)llFm(P)[[o4, P E (,o m. 
Proof. Let Wm(P) be the solution of the problem 
h lt2AWm(e) - floWm(e) = -IIFm(P)ll  , P E (.Om, 
Win(P) = rm~Jm(P) + (1/flo)llFm(P)[l~, P E ~COhm . 
From (12) and a standard comparison theorem, we conclude that IWm(P)[ <. WIn(P), P E&~. Since 
W~(P) can be written in the exact form 
-h  W~(P) = rm~/m(P) + (1/flo)iiFm(P)ll,4, P E o9 m, 
then we obtain the required estimate. [] 
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On time-level tk, the truncation error of the solution to (1) for the difference scheme (3) is defined 
by 
R(P, tk, u(P, tk))=#ZAu(P, tk) -- (1/T)6u(P, tk) -- f (P ,  tk,u(P, tk)), PE  fff, (13) 
where 6u(P, tk)= u(P, tk ) -  u(P, tk-1 ). We represent the truncation error in the following form: 
[ Ou(P' tk) (1/zl6u(P,t~)] +I(P,  tk, u(P, tk)). R(P,t~,u(P, tk))= [ 8t 
Lemma 4. On mesh (2h× (-2 ~ from (2), (4), the exact solution to (1) satisfies the followin9 
estimates: 
[u(P, tk ) - u(P, tk-l )1 ~< Cz; (14a) 
du(P, tk ) (1/v)~u(P, tk)l <<. Cr; (14b) 
l u(P, tk) - 2u(P, tk- ~ ) + u(P, tk-2)l ~< Cr2; (14c) 
II(P, tk, u(P, tk)l ~< C( N-~ InN + v); (14d) 
#2[A~[u(P, tk ) - u(P, tk_~ )][ ~< Cz, (14e) 
#2[AY[u(P, tk ) -- u(P, tk-~ )]l ~< Cz, (14f) 
where constant C is independent of #, N and ~. 
Proof. The proof of estimates (14a)-(14c), (14e) and (14f) can be found in [2], and (14d) in [10]. 
We formulate and prove a convergence r sult for Algorithm (6). 
Theorem 5. Algorithm (6), (4) converges to the solution of (1) with the followin9 rate: 
max lu (P , t ) -  V(P,t)I<<-C(N-~InN + z +qn°), 
(P,t) E (2 h × (2 ~ 
where V(P, t) is from (6d), coefficient q E (0, 1 ) and is defined by 
q = max(qt qZ), 
qZt= max ~(P) ,  q2= max q~t, 
PC~5~fq~O~ 1 <~m<~M--1,  <~I<~L 
where ql is from (10), ~(P)  is from (11), and constant C is independent of#,  N, ~ and q. 
Proof. For n = 1,..., no, we introduce the mesh functions 
(n) (n) -h  -~ ~mt(P,t )=vmt(P,t ) -u(P, t ) ,  (p,t)Ef2mt×f2, m=l , . . . ,M ,  I= I , . . . , L ,  
~m(n)(P,t) =z~)(P,t) - u(P,t), (P,t)Eco m-h × f2-~, m= 1 .... ,M - 1, 
05) 
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t/")zP t ~ s(")'P t) u(P,t), (P , t )•O~ × ~,  l 1 . . . .  L 1, 
W(")(P, t) = v(")(P, t) - u(P, t), (P, t) • (2 ~ × D*, 
W(°)(P,t~) = W(P,t~_l), V(°)(P,t~)= V(P, tk_~), 
W("°)(P, tk) = W(P, tk), V("°)(P, tk) = V(P, tk), 
where u(P,t) is the exact solution to (1). 
From (6), (13) and using the mean-value theorem, we have 
2 (n) 1/'C]~mz(P, tk)= -- W(P, tk_ I ) / r -  R(P, tk), P E ~mZ, # A~mt(P, tk) - [f~](P, tk) + (") h 
(16a) 
~](P,  tk)=V(n-')(P, tk)--u(P,  tk), PEOO~I , m=l , . . . ,M ,  l=1  .... ,L; 
#2A(~)(p, tk ) - [fz~7'(P, tk) + 1/v] ~7)(P, t~) 
= - W(P, tk_ 1 )/T - R(P, tk ), P E o3h~, 
m= 1, . . . ,M - 1, ~7)(P, tk)=0, PEy~m °, (16b) 
__  ~(n) (p  hb  - h ~(m")(P, tk)--~mZ~,tk), PCym nQ,.l, l=1  .... ,L, 
:~(~) Ip he -h  ~)(P,  tk)=.m+~ ,t~), PE?m A~m+l,t, l=  1 .... ,L; 
#2A~I~")(P, tk) - [L,,,(P, tk ) + 1/z]q~")(P, tk ) 
= - W(P, tk-, )/~ -- R(P, tk), p • ~9~, 
/= I , . . . , L -1 ,  qln)(P, tk)=0, p•p~O, (16c) 
qln)(p, tk)= (,) hb h -h ~mz(P, tk), P• (Pz  \~o )NQmZ, m=l , . . . ,M-1 ,  
,l")(p, tk)= (") ~m,l+l(P, tk) ' p • (p~eko~h) -h n~m.t+l, m= 1 , . . . ,M-  1, 
h -h  q~")(P, tk)=~")(P, tk), P•  OO l ACOrn, m= 1 .... ,M - 1, 
where f~(P, tk)=f~[P, tk, O~(P, tk)], O~(P, tk) is situated between w(P, tk) and u(P, tk). From here, 
using (6d) and the maximum principle, we conclude the estimate 
[[W(")(P, tk)[[~ <<. max ~ max [[[(m"](P, tk)]lea~; (") , I[C,. (P,t~)[l~¢~p¢~, 
[ l ~rn~M,l ~l ~L 
l] ~(m")(P, tk)ll~p¢¢]; ]lW(P, tk-~ )[la~ + vIIR(P, t~)lla, }. (17) 
From (16a) and (9b), for n = 1 we have 
[ ~](P, tk)l  mz(P)[I ~](P, t,)ll~, + [1 -  mz(P)](ll W(P, tk-, )llo. +  IIR(P, 
- h Y(~ ) t 'P  where ~ml( P ) is the solution to (8) on domain g2,,t. Since ~ml ~.--' tk )= V ( P, tk- l ) -  u( P, t~ ), P • 8~,  
then it follows the inequality 
~< IIw(P,  tk_~ )ll~ + lieu(P, t.)ll~,, 6u(P, t. ) = u(P, t~ ) - u(P, t~_i ). 
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We have the estimate 
Ig~](P, tk)l ~< II w(P, tk-1 )ll6h + vIIR(P, tk)ll~h + rPm,(e)llru(P, tk)llrh, 
-h PEOm~, m=l , . . . ,M ,  I= I , . . . , L .  
From here, we conclude that 
(1) II ¢~, (P, t/c) It0~v < II w(P, t/c_l )11~ + vlIR(P, t/c)llo~ + qlmt IlrU( P, t/c )11o~, 
where q~t is from (10). Applying the strong maximum principle, it follows that 
q~t<l,  m=l  . . . . .  M, l= l , . . . , L .  
To estimate [[(~)(P, tk)ll~no~b and 1l~2)(e, tk)ll~zn,~e from (17), we apply Lemma 3 to (16b) with 
f l (P )  ~--- fz~l)(P, t, ) + I/z, flo ~--" 1/¢, rm = II,~u(P, t,)l loh, 
Fro(P) = - (1 /z )W(P ,  t/c_~ ) - R(P, t, ). 
From Lemma 3, it follows that 
I~)(P, t/c)l ~< llru(P, t/c)ll~g,.(P) + II w(P, t/c_,)llo~ + mIIR(P,/k)ll~h. 
From here, we get the estimate 
max(ll~)(P,t/c )ll~p?, [l~)(P,t/c )ll~,~pf e) <<- II w(P,t/c-1)llr2~ + ~llg(P,t/c )llr~, 
+ q2mzll~u(e,t/c)llo~, 
where q2mt is from (15). From the strong maximum principle, we conclude that 
q2ml<l, m- -1 , . . . ,M-1 ,  I= I , . . . , L .  
Thus, we prove that 
II w(')(e, t/c)ll~h ~< IIW(P, t/c_~)ll~ + ~IIR(P, tk)llo~ + qllru(e, tk)llo~, (18) 
where q is from (15) and belongs to the open interval (0, 1). 
From (17), (18), using induction, we conclude 
II W("°)( P, t/c)tl 6~ ~< IIW(P, t/c-I )11~ + ~lle(P, t/c)ll~ + qnO lieu(P, tk)llo,- 
Since /J,r(no)(p, t/c) = W(P, t/c), we establ ish that 
II w(e, t/c)l[~h ~< IIw(e, t/c_, )11~ + ~IIR(P, t~)ll~ + q.o II,~u(e, t/c) II,~. 
Using (14a), (14b) and (14d), we have 
IIw(P,t/c)llo~<<.e~(g;-' +Ny-' +~+q.O)+ IIW(P,t/c-~)ll~,, k----1,2,...,N¢, 
where q ~ (0, 1). Summing these expressions from k = 1 to ko, ko ~<N¢, we get 
II w(e,t/co)l[,~ <<, CtF(N -'/2 + z + qnO). 
This proves the convergence property of Algorithm (6). 
II w(e, o)ll~h =o, 
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Remark 6. If Algorithm (6) is modified in such way that the right-hand sides of the difference qua- 
tions in (6a)-(6c) have the forms f (P ,  tk, V(P, tk-1)), then for the modified algorithm, Theorem 5 
will be true. The proof of this result is similar to the proof of Theorem 5. 
3.3. The interfacial subdomains outside the boundary layers 
Now we estimate the domain decomposition coefficient q in Theorem 5. Consider Algorithm 
(6) with the interfacial subdomains corn ~, m = 1 , . . . ,M-  1 and O~ y, l=  1 , . . . , L -  1, located in the 
x-direction and y-direction, respectively, outside the boundary layers where the uniform meshes are 
applied. It means that the following inequalities hold: 
Nlx>N~ + N~o,, NMx>N~ + NM-I,,o, Nly>N~ + N,o, NLy>N~ + NL_,,o, (19) 
where the notations are from (4), (5). On uniform meshes ~,  ~h,y: 
~,={x i= ih ,  i=0,  I , . . . ,N*;  XO=Xa, XN*x----Xb), Xa<Xb, 
(-2~Y={yj=jh, j=0 ,1  . . . . .  N*; YO=Ya, yN;=yb}, Yo<Yb, 
consider the following one-dimensional difference problems: 
#2AXc~(x) - flo~p(x) = O, x E f2~. , d?(Xo) = 1, ~)(XN: ) ~-- l, (20a) 
#2AYo(Y) - flo~(Y) = O, y C f2h. y, ~(Yo) = 1, V(yN: ) = 1, (20b) 
where operators Ax, AY from (3) and fl0 = const > 0. The solutions of these problems can be written 
down in the forms 
r i-N~ --b r -i r j-N~* + r -~ 
~p(xi)-- l +r_U: , i=0,1,...,Nx*; v(yj)-- l q_r_N,: , j=0 ,1 , . . . ,Ny ,  (20c) 
r=(1  + 2) + [(1 + 2) 2 - 1] 1/2, 2=floh2/2# 2. 
We now establish the theorem. 
Theorem 7. Let the interfacial subdomains -h co m, m = 1 . . . . .  M-  1 and 0~, l = 1 , . . . , L -  1 be localised 
in the x-direction and y-direction, respectively, outside the boundary layers (19). Then for the 
domain decomposition coefficient q from (15) the following estimate holds: 
q ~< 12#2z/h 2,
where h is the uniform mesh spacing in (4). 
Proof. Denote by ~pm(X), m=2, . . . ,M-  1 and ol(y), l=2  .... , L -  1, the solutions to (20a) on 
[Xm-l,Xm] and to (20b) on [Yl-I,Yl], respectively, with fl0--z-1. From the maximum principle, we 
conclude that 
-h 
Omt(P)<.c~,,(x)+ot(y), P=(x ,y )  EQ,,I, m=2 ... . .  M- l ,  l=2 , . . . , L -1 ,  
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-h 
where ~mt(P) are the solutions to (8). By assumption (19), the meshes f2mt, m=2, . . . ,M- -1 ,  
l = 2 .. . .  , L -  1, are uniform with the mesh spacing h. From (20c), it follows that 
r -~ + r - (N~-1)  
~)m(Xmi)~)m(Xmo-~-h)= , i= l , . . . ,Nmx-  1, 
1 +r  -N= 
r -1 + r -(N'>'-l) (21a) 
°l(YtJ)<<'vl(xt°+h)= l +r-N'> , j= l , . . . ,N ly - -1 .  
Since Nmx, Nly/> 3, we get the inequalities 
dpm(XmO + h), vt(Xto + h) <2r  -l <22 -1 = ~, ~ = 4#2~/h 2, (21b) 
where fl0 = z -~. Thus, we have proved that 
-h  
qbmt(P)<2~, PCOml , m=2, . . . ,M-  1, l=2 , . . . , L -  1. (22) 
Now prove (22) for m= 1, l=2 , . . . , L  - 1 . Let ~l(x) be the solution to (20a) on (0,XN,x) with 
the boundary conditions q~l(0)=0, dpI(XN, x)= 1, where xl0 =0.  Let q~l(X) be the solution to (20a) 
on the three-point mesh ~ = {XN~x--2,XNlx-I,XN,~}, i.e. Xo =XN,~-2, XN; =XN~x. By assumption (19), it 
follows that this three-point mesh is uniform with the mesh spacing h. Applying (21) to q~(x), we 
obtain q~ (XN, x-~ )<  ~. From the maximum principle, on the three-point mesh the following estimate 
holds ¢kl(X)< q~t(x). From here and since ~bl(x) is a monotone increasing mesh function, we get 
(¢)l(X) < q, xE(O,  XN, x). (23)  
-h  
The maximum principle gives us the inequality ~lt(P) ~< q~l(X) + or(y), P = (x, y) E f211, l = 2,. . . ,  
L -1 .  Thus, from (21) it follows that (22) holds for m= 1, l=2  . . . . .  L -  1. Analogously, (22) can 
be proved fo rm=M,  l=2 , . . . , L -1 ;  I=1 ,  m=2, . . . ,M-1  and l=L ,  m= 2 , . . . ,M-1 .  
We prove (22) for the comer subdomains f2)l, h h f2MI, f21L, f2~t L. Prove (22) for f2hl. Analogous to 
(23), we can obtain that 
v,(y) <~, yE(O, yu~,). 
Combining this estimate and (23), from the maximum principle, we conclude that 
-h  
• tl(P)<~dpl(x) + th(y)<2~, P=(x ,y )  E 1211. 
h h By analogous means, it is possible to prove (22) for f2M1, f21L, f2~L. ThUS, (22) is true for m = 1 . . . . .  M, 
l = 1,.. . ,L. From (22) and (10), it follows that 
ql ~<2~. (24) 
Now we estimate q2 from (15). Introduce the functions Oral(P), m = 1, . . . ,M - 1, l = 1,. . . ,L by 
the following problems: 
hx hy 
#2A~ImI(P) - flO~kml(P) = 0, P ~ CO m X ~c~ l , 
~Iml(P)= 1, P=(x ,y )E(e )~ x {y,_~})U(o)~ x {Yt}), (25) 
~km,(P)=2~, P=(x,y)E({Xbm} X ~2~Y)U({x e} X (2~Y), 
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where meshes (.o mhx, (.~y are from (5). Since the difference operator A is a five-point difference one, 
the comers of -hx  ~'~Y are co m × not included in the difference scheme for IPmI(P ). From (10), (24) and 
using the maximum principle, we conclude the estimate 
~tm(P) ~ ~mz(P), P E (~x  × ~Y)\{comers}, 
b e where ~m is the solution to (11). Let ¢pm(x) and vl(y) be the solutions to (20a) on [Xm,Xm] with 
the boundary conditions (pm(Xbm)=fpm(Xe)=2q and to (20b) on [yt-l,yt], respectively• From the 
maximum principle, it follows that 
~m,(P)~ pm(X)+ or(y), P E (05Zm x × ~Y)\{comers}. 
b e Since q~m(X)<2q, X E [Xm,Xm], using (21) to estimate or(y), we conclude that 
~k,,,t(P)~<30, PEOSm ~ × O~Y, m= 1 , . . . ,M-  I, l=  1,...,L. 
From here, (15) and (24), we prove the theorem. 
Remark  8. Suppose that p ~<N-l If the interracial subdomains - h • COrn, m=l  .... ,M-1  and 0~, l=1, . . . ,  
L -  1, are localized in the x-direction and in the y-direction, respectively, outside the boundary layers 
(19), then as follows from Theorems 5 and 7, the order of convergence of algorithm (6), (4) is 
defined by N and z, but not by the domain decomposition coefficient q. Thus, we conclude that 
Algorithm (6), (4) converges p-uniformly to the solution of (1). 
3.4. The interfacial subdomains inside the boundary layers 
Now we estimate the coefficient q from Theorem 5 in the case where some of the interracial 
subdomains are located in the x- and y-directions inside the boundary layers. Consider an uniform 
decomposition of the computational domain ~h. Assuming that M = L and N is divisible by 2M 
and M by 4, we decompose ach of the boundary layers in the x- and y- directions [0, o'] and 
[1 - o-, 1] into M/4 equal subdomains, and the interval [a, 1 - o-] into M/2 equal subdomains. We 
note that each of the subdomains - hx - hy (2 m , O~ , m, l = 1, . . . ,M contains the same number of mesh points 
21 + 1,I =N/(2M). From (5), we have 
-hx 
Om={Xmi=Xm-l+ihu, i=0 ,1  .... ,2I}, Xm_ l=2(m-1)h j ,  m=l, . . . ,M/4,  
Xm-~ =(1 -- t r )+2(m- -  3M/4-  1)huI, m=3M/4+ 1,.. . ,M; 
-h~ {Xmi=Xm_l + ih, i=0,1 , .  ,2I}, 
Xm-- ~ = tr + 2(m -- M/4 -- 1 )hi, m = M/4 + 1 ..... 3M/4. 
(26a) 
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Inside the boundary layers, we choose the interfacial subdomains in the following forms: 
-hx b OOm:{Smi:Xm+ih~, i=0 ,1  . . . . .  2I~}, X6m=X,.-hJo. 
m = 1 .. . .  ,M/4 - 1,334/4 + 1 . . . . .  M - 1; 
-hx b (DM/4 : {XM/4, i : XM/4 --~ ihu, i = O, 1,... ,  I,o; XM/4,i = (7 -q- ih, i = L,, + 1,... ,  2I,,,}, (26b) 
-hx b 093M/4 = {X3M/4,i =x3M/4 +ih, i=0 ,  1,.. . . . .  ,Io~; X3M/4,~=(7+ih,, i=I,o + 1, ,2L,}, 
xbM/4 : (7 - -  h,I~, X3M/4b _-- (1 -- a) -- hI, o. 
Here the interfacial subdomains -h~ COrn, m = 1 , . . . ,M /4 ,3M/4 , . . . ,M-  1, inside the boundary layers 
contain the same number of mesh points 2Lo + 1, and the centre of the discrete interval (.o m- hx is 
located at Xm. We suppose 1 < lo~ < I, such that o) m_h~ 1 N rein hx= ~, m = 2, ... , M - 1. The decomposition 
in the y-direction is defined analogously. 
The computational mesh ~h can be represented in the following form: 
3 
~'~h U -h -h  -hx -hy 
: Qps,  Qps :Qp  × Qs , (27)  
p,s = 1 
= -hx -hy 
where ~)7= {x/,xiE[0,(7]}, 0hi y {yj, yjE[0,o-]}, and Qp,Qs for p,s=2 and p,s=3 correspond 
to the intervals [(7, 1 -(7] and [1 -a ,  1], respectively. We number Qhp~, p ,s= 1,2,3, in the natural or 
row-wise ordering. Thus, domains t3h nh t3h ,Oh contain the boundary layers in both directions, l~l 1' 1~:531, ~:513, 1533 
Qf2 and Q3h2 contain the boundary layers in the x-direction, Q~ and Qzh3 contain the boundary layers 
in the y-direction and domain Q~z lies outside the boundary layers. 
Theorem 9. Let ~h from (4) be decomposed accordin9 to the domain decomposition (26). Suppose 
that the time step-size z satisfies the followin9 bound: 
"c>/x2N -2 In 2 N. (28) 
Then for the domain decomposition coefficient q from (15), the followin9 estimate holds: 
q ~< 3 max{c~, c]}, 
( 2Io, lnN)  4#2"c ~ ~< 2exp 
q= h2 , zl/2N J 
(29) 
Proof. Firstly, we estimate ql from (10). If ~'~ml-h E Q22-h (f2m t-h lies outside the boundary layers), then 
from Theorem 7 it follows that 
q~m: < 2~, m, I = M/4 + 1 . . . . .  3M/4. (30a) 
-h -h -h (12rat lies inside the boundary layers only in (compare with (24)). In the case when f2ml C Ql2 [-J Q32 -h 
the x-direction), by the same means as in Theorem 7, from (10), (20) and (26), it follows that 
~pm(X~)=dpm_~(xe)=g~, m=2 .... ,M/4 ,3M/4+ 1 , . . . ,M-  1, 
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vt(ylj)<0, l=M/4  + 1 . . . .  ,3M/4, lj = 1,...,N~y - 1, 
2r-U/ZM 
q--  1 +r - I , ,~ , '  r=(1  +2)+[ (1  +2)  2 - -  l] '/2, 2=h2j2#2z. 
It is clear that ~bl(xb), q~M-l(X~t-1)<~. Thus, we have 
1 ~ ^ .~ , . . . .  , qml"~q+O, m=l , . .  M/4, 3M/4+1 . . ,M,  l=M/4+ l, 3M/4. (30b) 
I h -h  -h  
Analogously, in the case of f2mt C Q23 tO Q2~ -h (Om~ lies inside the boundary layers only in the 
y-direction), it can be proved that 
qm~,~.q+O,l .< ^  m= M/4 + 1,..., 3M/4, l = 1,... ,M/4,3M/4 + 1 ..... M. (30c) 
-h  -h  -h  -h  -h  
Now consider the last case, when I2ml C Qlt tO Q3~ tA Q~3 tA Q33 -h (f2ml ies inside the boundary layers 
in both directions). Similar to (30b) and (30c), from (10), (20) and (26), it follows that 
1 ^ qmt~2q, m = 1,...,M/4,3M/4 + 1 .... ,M, l---- 1 .... ,M/4,...,3M/4 + 1,...,M. (30d) 
Combining estimates (30a)-(30d) we get 
ql ..<2 max{0, 4}" (31) 
Now estimate coefficient ~. By assumption (28), we conclude that (22)1/2 ~< 1, and In( 1 + (22) 1/2) f> 
(22)*/2/2. From here and (4b), it follows that 
2Io~ In N)  (32) 4~<2exp(-lo)(2-'2) 1/2)=2exp(  z,/2 N ]. 
We estimate q2 from (15) using the same approach as in Theorem 7. Introduce functions IPml(P), 
m = 1 , . . . ,M-  1, l=  1,... ,L, by (25) with the boundary values equal to 2max{0,~} instead of 20. 
From (11), (25) and using the maximum principle, we conclude 
~Am(P) ~ Oml(P) ~ q)m(X) + Ol(y), 
P=(x ,y )  E(ff)hm z × ~)~Y)\{corners}, m---- I , . . . ,M-  1, l---- 1,...,L, 
b e where ~km is the solution to (11), q~m(X) and or(y) are the solutions to (20a) on [Xm,Xm] with the 
boundary conditions q)m(Xbm) = q~m(X e ) = 2 max{0, ~} and to (20b) on [Yl-1, Yt]. Since ~Om(X) < 2 max 
b e {q,4}, x E [Xm,Xm], using (21) to estimate vz(y) outside the boundary layers and (30c) to estimate 
it inside the boundary layers, we conclude that 
q2 ~< 3max{0, 4}. 
From here, (15) and (31), we prove the theorem. 
Remark 10. If #~<N -~, then 0=O(z)  and coefficient q is bounded uniformly with respect o #. 
From Theorem 9, it follows that Algorithm (6), (4) on the domain decomposition (26) converges 
#-uniformly. 
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If 
then 
(26) 
with 
4~<2 
then 
additionally the following inequality holds 
(~),0 ~< z, (33) 
from Theorems 5 and 9, we conclude that Algorithm (6), (4) on the domain decomposition 
converges #-uniformly with the rate O(N -~ In N+z) .  Consider the domain decomposition (26) 
the maximal size of the interfacial subdomains Lo =I, I=N/ (2M) .  From (29), it follows that 
exp( -  lnN/(MzL/2)). If the number of subdomains M satisfies the constraint 
inN 
M< 
4zl/2(ln 2 + nol[ In z[)' 
(33) holds. 
Remark 11. In the context of parallel computing, the domain decomposition (26) guarantees load 
-h balancing of a multi-processor computer, since subdomains Qml, m = 1 .. . .  ,M, l = 1,... ,L, and the 
-hx  -hy  interfacial subdomains ~o m , m = 1,... ,M - 1, 0 r , l = 1,... ,L - 1, contain the same the number of 
mesh points ((N/M) + 1)2 and (2/o, + 1)(N + 1 ), respectively. 
4. Numerical experiments 
Consider problem (1), where f (P , t ,u )= 1 - exp(-u),  9(P,t)= 1 and u° (P )=0.  We compare 
numerical results for the domain decomposition algorithm (6) on the two nonuniform meshes: the 
first mesh is the piecewise quidistant mesh (4) and the second is a nonuniform mesh of Bakhvalov- 
type [4]. We construct his mesh ~hx using a logarithmic mesh generating function: 
xi=v(i,N~), i=0 ,1 , . . . ,Nu ,  Xu,=aU; 
Xu,,+i=~ru + ih , i= l , . . . ,2N  u - l ;  
(34) 
X4u_  i = 1 - -  v(i, Nu), i = O, 1,...,Nu, X3u v = 1 - -  ~#;  
v(i, Nu)= - (#/to)In(1 - (1 - #)iN£1), v(Nu,Nu)=au, 
where a, = - (#/x ) In  # is the size of the boundary layers, and h = (1-2au)/(2Nu) is the uniform step- 
size outside the boundary layers. Mesh f~hy is defined analogously, using the same mesh generating 
function. The #-dependence of the step-sizes hs, h s outside the boundary layers for meshes (4) and 
(34), respectively, is tabulated in Table 1. 
On each time-level, the nonlinear algebraic system (3) (the undecomposed algorithm) is solved 
by the Newton iterative method with the stopping criterion 
max [U(n+l)(P, tk ) - U(")(P,t~_1)[ <<.6, 
P E Q h 
where the initial guess U~°)(P, tk) is the solution from the previous time-level tk-l, and 6 is a 
prescribed accuracy of the iterative method. We suppose that 6 = 10 -1 max{0n N/N); z}. The linear 
algebraic systems on each Newton iterate are solved by ICCG method with an accuracy of 10-13. 
If # ~< 10 -2, Nv ~> 16 and z~< 10 -1, then for the undecomposed algorithm the number of the Newton 
iterations on each time-level tk is independent of #,N and z and equal 2. 
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Table 1 
The p-dependence of the step sizes h s, h B 
N~ hS; hB( × 10 3) 
16 22.6; 23.1 26.9; 26.5 30.8; 30.5 31.2; 31.2 
32 10.6; 11.5 13.1; 13.2 15.4; 15.2 15.6; 15.6 
64 5.5; 5.8 6.4; 6.6 7.7; 7.7 7.8; 7.8 
p ( × 10 -2) 2.0 1.0 0.1 0.01 
Table 2 
Average numbers of iterations n 0s, n0B for algorithm (6) 
M n0S; no B
4 2; 2 2; 2 2; 2 
8 2; 2.7 2; 2.7 2; 2.7 
16 3; 5.4 2.5; 5.4 2; 5.4 
32 5.8; 19.7 3.4; 19.7 3.1; 19.7 
N i, 16 32 64 
We consider the uniform domain decomposition (26) of the computational domain f~h only 
into M vertical strips. In this particular case, the domain decomposition algorithm (6) consists 
of problems (6a) on subdomains -h I2m, m = 1,... ,M, and problems (6b) on the interracial subdomains 
-h o9 m, m= 1 , . . . ,M-  1. The mesh function V(")(P, tk) from (6d) is defined by 
((Dm_ 1 uO)hrn), m= 1 , . . . ,M ;  
V(")(P't~)= Z(m,)(p, tk), pE~Om,--h m=l  .... ,M-  1. 
On each time-level, we implement no iterates of the domain decomposition algorithm (6), and the 
nonlinear algebraic systems at each iterate are solved by the one-step Newton method. The stopping 
criterion is chosen in the form 
max [V("°)(P, tk ) - U(P, tk )[ <<.6, 
p C ~2 h 
where U(P, t~) is the solution of the undecomposed algorithm at time-level tk, and as the initial guess 
for V(°)(P,6), we choose the solution V(n°)(P, tk_l) from the previous time-level. Linear algebraic 
systems at the Newton iterate are solved by ICCG method. 
In Table 2, at z = 5 × 10 -2, tF = 5 X 10 -1 and for various numbers of Nu and M, we give average 
numbers of iterations no s, no B for the domain decomposition algorithm (6) with the uniform decompo- 
sition (26) on the spatial meshes (4) and (34), respectively, with the maximal size of the interfacial 
subdomains 2I,~ + 1 = N/M + 1. Our numerical results show that if # ~< 10 -2, then for N~ and M 
fixed, these numbers are independent of #. The uniform convergent results for Algorithm (6), (4) 
confirm Theorem 9 and Remark 10. For M fixed, the average number of iterations n0 s is a monotone 
decreasing function with respect o the number of mesh points N~. We note that these experiments 
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Table 3 
I z for z=5-  10-2,z= 10 -2 and Nu =32 Average numbers of iterations no,n o 
M nlo; n 2 
4 2; 2 2; 2 2; 2 2; 2 
8 4; 2 2; 2 2; 2 2; 2 
16 5.5; 3.2 3; 2.3 2.8; 2 2.5; 2 
32 8.2; 3.9 3.4; 2.8 *; * *; * 
L~ 1 2 3 4 
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indicate that the domain decomposition algorithm (6) converges essentially faster on the spatial mesh 
(4) then on (34). 
Now, we consider some numerical experiments with Algorithm (6), (4) on the uniform spatial 
decomposition (26). In Table 3, for N~ = 32, we present average numbers of iterations n 0,1 n02 at 
z = 5 × 10 -2 and z = 10 -2, respectively. Here an "•"  means that I~ >/1 = (2N,)/M. The final time 
tF = 5 × 10 -1, such that at z = 5 × 10 -2 and z = 10 -2 time-levels required are equal to 10 and 50, 
respectively. For /~< 10 -2, these numerical results are independent of the perturbation parameter. 
From the data in Table 3, it follows that the average number of iterations no is an increasing 
function with respect o the time mesh spacing z. For M fixed, no as a function of the size of the 
interfacial subdomains I~, is a monotone decreasing function, and this function varies very quickly for 
small values of I~. Remarkable feature of Algorithm (6), (4) is that the algorithm with few iterations 
on each time-level and small sizes of the interfacial subdomains maintains a stable approximation. 
Thus, from the numerical results, we conclude that the domain decomposition algorithm (6), (4) on 
the uniform decomposition (26) is effective for solving the singularly perturbed reaction-diffusion 
problem (1), since it requires few iterations on each time-level and sufficiently small interfacial 
subdomains. 
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